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Abstract— GPS-IMU based sensor fusion is widely used for
autonomous flying, which yet suffers from the inaccuracy and
drift of the GPS signal and also the failure with the loss of GPS
(e.g., indoor flying). To overcome this issue, in this paper, we
propose a new framework for camera-GPS-IMU sensor fusion,
which, by fusing monocular camera information with that from
GPS and IMU, can improve the accuracy and robustness of
the autonomous flying. For camera and GPS-IMU calibration,
a new information filter based framework is also proposed,
which utilizes multiple key frames generated from the camera
information and shows better computational performance than
EKF based calibration. An autonomous flying experiment is
performed to validate the theory.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have received tremen-

dous attention from researchers and general public alike
due to their affordability, ease of control and usefulness
to numerous applications (e.g., aerial photography, disaster
area search, geo-surveying, temporary communication infras-
tructure, etc.). Autonomous flying capability is desired or
often imperative for these applications, and, for that, the key
requirement is to accurately estimate its attitude and position.

The most prevailing setup for this UAV state estimation is
to use GPS and IMU and fuse their measurements with such
an estimation technique as extended Kalman filter (EKF) [1].
The GPS modules typically used for UAVs however suffers
from slow update rate (e.g., 1-5Hz) and low accuracy with
position drift, resulting in imprecise estimation results [2],
[3]. Moreover, there exist GPS-denied environments such as
indoor flying.

To overcome this issue of GPS, vision-based approach
has been widely studied (e.g. [4]), with one of their main
techniques being SLAM (simultaneous localization and map-
ping), which typically provides better estimation accuracy
and faster update rate (e.g., 20-60Hz) than the GPS. This
vision-based approach, however, has its own limitations,
e.g. weakness to self-similar scenes or error accumulation
problem with imprecise scale identification. Sensor fusion
using both GPS and camera at the same time would then
mitigate issues of using each sensor individually, i.e., the
camera information to overcome the issue of the low update
rate, position drift, and indoor unavailability of the GPS
measurement, while the GPS to overcome the issue of the
scale identification, error accumulation and fragility for self-
similar scenes of the camera measurement.
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Fig. 1: Kinematic relations with the camera reference frame {V }
(e.g., via PTAM) and camera body frame {C}, GPS-IMU reference
global {G} and UAV body frame {B}.

To attain this camera-GPS-IMU sensor fusion, it is nec-
essary to calibrate between the GPS-IMU measurement and
the camera measurement, which needs to run in real-time
as the reference frame of the camera information (e.g.,
PTAM [5]) is chosen differently operation by operation and
further its scale information can never be precise in practice.
The majority of the camera-based estimation results do not
consider GPS (e.g. [6], [7]) or assume perfectly calibrated
GPS-IMU and camera (e.g. [8], [9], [10]). Only few works
(e.g. [11], [12]) have addressed this GPS-IMU and camera
calibration.

In this context, we proposed the novel framework for
this camera-GPS-IMU sensor fusion in our previous research
[13]. We first proposed camera-GPS-IMU EKF to increase
accuracy and robustness of UAV estimation and for this we
devised an EKF-based GPS-IMU and camera calibration.
However in frame calibration EKF, the problem is, because
as the number of key frame poses becomes large, the
parameter convergence becomes fast and error from the pose
measurement noise becomes small, we utilized not only one
pose measurement, but many key frame poses which cause
the computation time problem. To reduce the computation
cost, we exploit information filter (IF) [14] which is a modi-
fied version of Kalman filter and suitable when measurement
dimension is larger than state dimension. Thus, we confirm
the validity of our IF based frame calibration by performing
experiments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The camera-
GPS-IMU state estimation EKF and the GPS-IMU and
camera calibration IF are respectively presented in Sec. II
and in Sec. III. Experimental results are presented in Sec.
IV. Sec. V concludes the paper.



II. STATE ESTIMATION CAMERA-GPS-IMU EKF

A. System State for Sensor Fusion

We utilize standard EKF framework for camera-GPS-IMU
sensor fusion as described in [13]. The state vector of the
state estimation EKF is defined by

x = [ (pGGB)T (vGGB)T (qGGB)T bTg bTa ]T ∈ <16 (1)

where {B} is the UAV body frame, {G} is the global frame,
which is determined as the initial body frame, qGGB ∈ <4 is
the unit quaternion representing the attitude of {G} with
respect to {B}, vGGB ∈ <3 and pGGB ∈ <3 are respectably
the velocity and position of {B} from {G}, bg ∈ <3 and
ba ∈ <3 are the time-varying biases of the gyroscope and
the accelerometer of IMU, each modeled to be a random-
walk driven by white Gaussian noise. See Fig. 1.

In the propagation and the measurement update processes,
the following error state vector is often used while incorpo-
rating the unit quaternion constraint (qGGB)T · qGGB = 1:

x̃ = [ (p̃GGB)T (ṽGGB)T (δθGGB)T b̃Tg b̃Ta ]T ∈ <15 (2)

where δθ is the multiplicative attitude error defined in [1],
satisfying the following relation:

δq = q ⊗ q̂−1 ' [
1

2
δθT 1]T (3)

where ⊗ represents the quaternion multiplication. All the
other error states of (2) employ the additive error model.

B. State Propagation

The propagation model of the state vector (1) is given by

˙̂pGGB(t) = v̂GGB(t)

˙̂vGGB(t) = C(q̂GGB(t))âBGB(t) + gG

˙̂qGGB(t) =
1

2
Ω(ŵB

GB(t))q̂GGB(t)

˙̂
bg(t) = 03×1

˙̂
ba(t) = 03×1

(4)

where gG is gravity vector expressed in {G}, ŵB
GB(t) =

wB
m(t) − b̂g(t) and âBGB(t) = aBm(t) − b̂a(t), where

wB
m(t), aBm(t) are the gyro and accelerometer measurements

from the IMU, C(·) is the operator converting quaternion into
the rotation matrix, and Ω(·) is the matrix for the product of
a vector and a quaternion [1].

The error state propagation model is then given by

˙̃x =


03 I3 03 03 03
03 03 −C(q̂GGB)[âBGB×] 03 −C(q̂GGB)
03 03 −[ω̂B

GB×] −I3 03
03 03 03 03 03
03 03 03 03 03

 x̃

+


03 03 03 03

−C(q̂GGB) 03 03 03
03 −I3 03 03
03 03 I3 03
03 03 03 I3

 v = Fcx̃+Gcv

(5)

where I3 is the 3×3 identity matrix, 03 is a 3×3 zero
matrix, and [ξ×] is the skew-symmetric matrix of the vector
ξ ∈ <3. The system noise v is modeled as a zero-mean white
Gaussian noise defined as v = [nTa nTg nTbg nTba ]T ∈ <12,
where ng ∈ <3, na ∈ <3 are the gyroscope and ac-
celerometer noises, both modeled by a random walk process
respectively driven by the zero-mean Gaussian nbg ∈ <3

and nba ∈ <3. The autocorrelation of the system noise is
E[v(t)vT (τ)] = Qcδ(t − τ), which depends on the IMU
noise characteristics described in the data sheet.

C. Measurement Update

We utilize the magnetometer and two exteroceptive mea-
surements: GPS and the camera. As a way to utilize camera,
we adopt PTAM [5], [15], a SLAM technique providing
pose estimates of the camera body {C} with respect to
PTAM’s global frame {V }. See Fig. 1. The GPS mea-
surement provides position and velocity measurement. All
the measurements are also assumed to have white Gaussian
noise. Then, the total linearized measurement error model is
given by

ỹ = y − ŷ =


ỹmag

ỹGPS,pos

ỹGPS,vel

ỹPTAM,pos

ỹPTAM,quat
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= Hx̃+ w

(6)

where mG is the Earth magnetic field expressed in the frame
{G} and nm is the Gaussian noise of the magnetometer mea-
surement, nGPS,pos, nGPS,vel, nPTAM,pos and nPTAM,q is
the Gaussian noise of the position and velocity measurements
from GPS and the estimated position and quaternion from the
PTAM respectively.



III. GPS-IMU AND CAMERA CALIBRATION IF

A. System State for Frame Calibration

As described in Fig. 1, there are four frames related to the
measurements, that is, the PTAM reference frame {V }, the
GPS-IMU reference frame {G}, the camera body frame {C}
and the GPS-IMU body frame {B}, where the GPS and IMU
are assumed to be attached in the same position. While the
offset between {C} and {B} is constant and can be off-line
calibrated using hand-eye calibration (e.g. [16]), the PTAM
initializes its reference frame {V } differently each time of
operation due to various factors such as dominant plane in
the scene, current pose of the camera, etc. Further, the scale
of the PTAM sensing is not necessarily consistent with that
of GPS-IMU. Thus, to utilize (yPTAM,pos, yPTAM,quat) in
(6), we should estimate the rigid transformation between {V }
and {G} and also the scale λ > 0 of the PTAM sensing.

For this GPS-IMU and camera calibration, we utilize the
following calibration states:

xF = [(qGGV )T (pGGV )T λ]T ∈ <8

Similar to Sec. II, the error state then given by

x̃F = [(δθGGV )T (δpGGV )T δλ] ∈ <7

B. State Propagation and Measurement Update

To estimate this inter-sensor calibration state, our filter
is composed of the two stages: propagation and correction.
Since xF is constant, the propagation stage is simply formu-
lated s.t.,

x̃F (k + 1) = I7×7x̃F (k) + vF

where vF is a Gaussian process noise meaning slight mis-
alignment of {V } and mismatch of λ of the PTAM sensing.
In correction stage, we compare the UAV pose estimation
pGGB , q

G
GB from the state estimation of Sec. II with the PTAM

pose measurements pVV C , q
V
V C , which are related s.t.,

pGGB = C(qGGV )(pVV Cλ+ C(qVV C)pCCB) + pGGV (7)

qGGB = qGGV ⊗ qVV C ⊗ qCCB (8)

from which the measurements for the GPS-IMU and camera
calibration can be written by

ỹF = yF − ŷF =

[
pGGB − p̂GGB

δθGGV

]
= (9)[

−[C(q̂GGV )(pVV C λ̂+ C(qVV C)pCCB)×] I3 C(q̂GGV )pVV C

I3 0 0

]
x̃F

(10)

When only one measurement yF ∈ <6 is used, the
calibration problem becomes unobservable, since it is not
possible to distinguish whether the error comes from λ or pGV .
Thus, to render the calibration problem observable, instead
of using only one measurement, we utilize the augmented
n-measurements yn = [yTF,1, · · · , yTF,n]T where yF,i ∈ <6 is
the measurement at the i-th time instance. Here, the time-
instances i and i+ 1 are not necessarily successive in time,
but should be selected as a distinct pose set. In the PTAM,

the mapping is based on the key frames, which are added
whenever the camera body frame motion is large enough.
Thus, in our calibration filter, we analyze this set of key
frames and utilize the farthest key frames from the current
pose to construct the augmented n-measurements yn.

C. Information Filter

However as mentioned in I, large number of pose mea-
surements increase not only the convergence speed and
calibration accuracy but also computation cost in the order
of O(n2) where n is measurement dimension. Fortunately,
the dimension of states is only 7 which is rather smaller
than measurements number which is the point where the
information filter needs. The measurement update stage of
the information filter requires the computation cost in the
order of O(n), which is suitable for our frame calibration.
Table I shows the comparison of the computation time
between EKF and IF by performing simulation. Under the
same condition of computing power, measurement update
and data set, the results shows that the IF requires clearly
smaller computation cost than EKF while showing the same
calibration result in the simulation. Note that by comparing
two cases of pose measurements number, the EKF computa-
tion follows the order of O(n2) while the IF computation
follows the order of O(n). This shows that if the more
pose measurements are used in measurement update, the
difference of the computation cost between IF and EKF will
be clear, which shows the efficacy of IF.

number of poses EKF IF
100 0.0177 0.0082
150 0.0342 0.0136

TABLE I: Computation time (sec.) of measurement update
stage

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental Setup

To verify our proposed framework, we execute an outdoor
autonomous flight experiment using a UAV equipped with
IMU, GPS and PTAM. The UAV is custom-built and based
on Pixhawkr, which is used only for accessing raw sensor
measurements and low level motor controller by ECU. All
the other sensor fusion algorithms and the flight control
algorithm are developed by ourselves. IMU and barometer
sensors are embedded in Pixhawkr, and GPS and magne-
tometer are added to the board. For the real-time estima-
tion and flight control of the UAV, we attach an onboard
computer, Odroid-XU4 of Hardkernelr. As a monocular
camera for PTAM, we utilize UI-1221LE of IDSr, which has
752×480 resolution. Due to the limited computation power
of the onboard computer, we set the update rate of PTAM
to be 30Hz. The commercial autopilots of UAV provide
their own flight controller with sensor fusion functions, with
which, yet, the tasks the UAV can achieve are limited (e.g.,
waypoint following) and also its flight performance is not
guaranteed as users demands. Thus, here, we exploit our



Fig. 2: GPS-IMU and camera calibration result: all the calibration
parameters converge within 20 seconds.

own sensor fusion algorithms as developed above with the
backstepping based flight control proposed in [17], which
guarantees exponentially stable trajectory tracking.

B. Experimental Results

We perform outdoor experiment where the UAV track a
rectangle trajectory twice by autonomous flight. The results
are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. First, as shown in Fig.
2, even if the initial guess of the parameter is set to be far
from the true values, the proposed GPS-IMU and camera
calibration can make all the calibration parameters converge
within 20 seconds. Since we do not have ground truth
measurement for outdoor flight, we cannot know whether
these converged parameters are precise. Yet, we believe they
are reasonably correct, since, as shown in Fig. 3. Even though
the camera reference frame is initially skewed along the z-
axis with its scale also less than that of the GPS-IMU sensor
fusion in Fig. 3 (top & middle), the calibrated pure PTAM
data (i.e., pure PTAM adjusted by the obtained calibration
parameters) well matches with the GPS-IMU state estimation
EKF data as shown in Fig. 3 (bottom). Note also that the final
camera-GPS-IMU sensor fusion provides better estimation
as compared to the pure PTAM and the GPS-IMU state
estimation.

To validate the robustness in GPS-denied environments,
we also intentionally stop exploiting the GPS signal after 60
seconds. After the outage of GPS, the GPS-IMU and camera
calibration parameters are not updated more, so the position
estimates of the GPS-IMU EKF diverge because there is no
position correction from the GPS. However, the camera-GPS-
IMU sensor fusion can still maintain stable and reasonable
estimates (actually similar with the undenied GPS-IMU EKF

GPS outage

GPS outage

GPS outage

Fig. 3: The quaternion and position provided by the pure PTAM
(top); and by the GPS-IMU EKF state estimation (middle); and
comparing position estimation of the GPS-IMU EKF (case1), the
calibrated pure PTAM (case2) and the camera-GPS-IMU EKF
(case3) (bottom).

Fig. 4: The 3-D plot of the position estimated by the GPS-IMU
EKF state estimation (blue); and by the calibrated PTAM (red); ;
and by the GPS-IMU-PTAM EKF (yellow).



running in background for comparison purpose). In Fig.
4, the comparison of camera-GPS-IMU and GPS-IMU are
shown more intuitively in 3-D plot. After the parameters
are converged, calibrated PTAM becomes similar with GPS-
IMU EKF, and after the outage of the GPS, camera-GPS-
IMU EKF still remain stable values while GPS-IMU EKF
diverges.

This shows that, by utilizing the our camera-GPS-IMU
sensor fusion, we can 1) enhance the accuracy of the GPS-
IMU state estimation by combining the complementary pose
measurements from the camera, and 2) achieve robust au-
tonomous flying in GPS-denied environments by using valid
PTAM pose sensing through calibration.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new framework for camera-
IMU-GPS sensor fusion. To exploit the camera measurement,
we devise the GPS-IMU and camera calibration IF, which es-
timates the inter-sensor calibration parameters. Experiments
show that this GPS-IMU and camera calibration and the final
camera-GPS-IMU sensor fusion can enhance accuracy and
robustness of autonomous flying.
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